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            The 36th Annual American Taxation Association Midyear Meeting


Thanks to everyone who joined us in Long Beach, CA for the 2024 ATA Midyear Meeting and 50th Anniversary Celebration!


We’re excited to share with you a collection of pictures and video highlights from the conference. A special thanks to Larry Crumbley, founding ATA President, for attending the celebration and sharing his story and to Tracy Noga for compiling video messages from past ATA Presidents.


Thank you for your continued support and participation. We look forward to another fantastic 50 years!


Jenny Brown,

2023-2024 ATA Section President


Photo Highlights from our Meeting courtesy of Caught in the Moment Photography


Free downloading of all the images is available from the gallery and watermarks will not appear on downloaded photos. First, click a thumbnail to open an image full-size on your screen. Then, right-click over the large-view image and select 'Download Original' for that particular photo or 'All Available' to download a zip folder of all the photos in that gallery HERE.
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MEETING ARCHIVES


CLICK HERE
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            Mission and Vision

				
				
	To foster the dissemination and publication of information on taxation.
	To promote tax educational activities including (but not limited to) curriculum, education-related materials, graduate tax programs, and tax accreditation matters.
	To provide an interface among academic disciplines (e.g., law, economics, and accounting) relative to the cross-fertilization and development of tax-oriented educational programs.
	To promote research activities involving tax policy, tax proposals, and tax legislation.
	To encourage the interaction of academics with tax practitioners and tax professional organizations in professional service activities of mutual interest


				
				
				Learn More

      



			  

			  
			  	






            Governance


	Awards
	Bylaws
	Committees
	Officers
	Operating Manual



 



      



			  


			  
			  
				






            Social Media

 


ATA Section LinkedIn

 


Follow us on Facebook




Volunteer Opportunities


Enhance your career and engage with the AAA by volunteering


	Click to Volunteer
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            Letter from the President 
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Jenny Brown, Arizona State University-Tempe

2023-2024 ATA Section President




Greetings ATA Members and Colleagues,                             


Welcome to the 2023/2024 academic year!


First, thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve as your president this year. The ATA is an extraordinarily collegial group, and I feel privileged that it has been a significant part of my professional life since I was a PhD student at the University of Texas, 20-plus years ago. Over the years, I have seen the ATA change and evolve to better meet the needs of its members, but one thing remains the same – the ATA continues to be my primary professional home outside my own university. I am grateful for the network and friendships I have built through the ATA, and I am excited to share a new way for ATA members to connect throughout the year. I invite you all to join the ATA on LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/groups/14312626/.  Thanks to Pradeep Sapkota and the ATA Technology Committee for their work putting together the ATA’s LinkedIn Group. Please use this platform to connect with the ATA community; to share teaching, research, and practice engagement resources; and to learn about our latest events.


 


Speaking of events… 2024 marks the 50th Anniversary of the ATA! I invite current and retired members to join us February 22-24, 2024, in Long Beach, CA at our upcoming Midyear Meeting so we can celebrate 50 great years together. Thank you to Allison Koester and the entire Midyear Meeting Committee as they plan an inspiring program for all. On February 22 we will hold the Teaching & Curriculum Conference (Chair, Michele Meckfessel) and the ATA/KPMG Doctoral Consortium (Chair, Lauren Milbach). Watch your inbox and the ATA website for more to come.



CONTINUE READING



NEWSLETTER ARCHIVE
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            Join the ATA Section


Objectives


	To foster the dissemination and publication of taxation materials.
	To promote tax education in areas such as curricula, education-related materials, graduate tax programs, and accreditation.
	To promote tax research in areas such as policy, law, planning, compliance, and economics.
	To encourage the interaction of tax academics, practitioners, and professional organizations.



 


Join Now


 


Join the AAA


Take advantage of all the benefits that AAA membership has to offer:


	Access to the Digital Library where all AAA publications are searchable and downloadable.
	Reduced member pricing for article submission fees to select AAA journals.
	Enhance your career with our online Career Center. Members can post one resume for free.
	Receive registration discounts on many of our meetings and low cost Continuing Professional Education (CPE) credits.
	The opportunity to volunteer for Association-wide committees, serve in Section and Region leadership roles, and network and connect with colleagues at Association meetings.



 


Join the AAA



      



		



		
			






            Section Membership

			
				Membership Benefits

					The ATA Section publishes two premier journals.
						The Journal of the American Taxation
						promotes the study of, and the acquisition of knowledge about, taxation.
						The Journal of Legal Tax Research
						publishes creative and innovative studies that employ legal research methodologies.
	The ATA midyear meeting includes a Doctoral Consortium and Teaching and Curriculum Conference, teaching and research sessions, and the opportunity to earn CPE, volunteer and network.
	The ATA recognizes member contributions through awards such as Ray Sommerfield Outstanding Accounting Educator Award, ATA Teaching Innovation Award, the ATA Outstanding Service Award, ATA/PricewaterhouseCoopers Outstanding Dissertation Award, and the ATA Tax Manuscript Award.
	The ATA offers the opportunity for professional development and the opportunity for interaction of tax academics, practitioners, and professional organizations.




				Continue Reading...
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			Journal of the American Taxation Association

			A journal of the American Taxation Association Section of the American Accounting Association

			The
				Journal of the American Taxation Association
				n promotes the study of, and the acquisition of knowledge about, taxation. Dedicated to disseminating a wide variety of tax knowledge with research that employs quantitative, analytical, experimental, and descriptive methods to address tax topics. It prints semi-annually in Spring and Fall, and is indexed in Scopus and ESCI.



			Learn More

			View Journal and Early Access Content

			
			 Senior Editor

             Lisa De Simone

            The University of Texas at Austin, Dept. of Accounting, Austin, TX, USA

            E: lisa.desimone@mccombs.utexas.edu
        

            Editorial Office

            JATA@aaahq.org

            
                Editorial Board

                Impact and Journal Report
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			ATA Journal of Legal Tax Research

			A journal of the American Taxation Association Section of the American Accounting Association

			The
				ATA Journal of Legal Tax Research
				publishes creative and innovative studies that employ legal research methodologies. JLTR is online-only and publishes semi-annually, and is indexed in ESCI.

                Learn More

                View Journal and Early Access Content

                
                 Editor

            Hughlene A. Burton

                The University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Belk College of Business, Dept. of Accounting,
                Charlotte, NC, USA

                E: Hughlene.Burton@uncc.edu

            Editorial Office

            JLTR@aaahq.org

            
                Editorial Board

                Impact and Journal Report
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            AWARDS:



Ray M. Sommerfeld Outstanding Tax Educator Award


2023: Connie Weaver, Texas A&M University - College Station


ATA Outstanding Service Award


2023: Kenneth Klassen, University of Waterloo


ATA Teaching Innovation Award


2023: Mollie T. Adams, Missouri State University; Kerry K. Inger, Auburn University; James H. Long, Auburn University; Tina M. Loraas, Auburn University for “La Maison des Comptables: A Tax Research, Data Management and Visualization Case”


ATA / PricewaterhouseCoopers Outstanding Tax Dissertation Award


2024: Carly Burd, "Protectionist Trade Policy, Firm Performance, and Taxes" completed at the Boston University


ATA Outstanding Tax Manuscript Award


2023: Katharine D. Drake, University of Arizona, Nathan C. Goldman, North Carolina State University and Francis Murphy, University of Connecticut "Foreign Employment, Income Shifting, and Tax Uncertainty", The Accounting Review, 1 March 2022; 97(2): 183-212V


 


JATA Outstanding Paper Award


2023: Tobias Bornemann, Vienna University of Economics and Business, Stacie O. Kelley, University of Madison-Wisconsin, and Benjamin Osswald, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for "The Effect of Intellectual Property Boxes on Innovative Activity and Tax Benefit", Journal of the American Taxation Association, Fall 2023, Volume 45, Issue 2


JATA Conference- The Edmund Outslay Best Discussant Award


2023: Ben Yost, Boston College for his discussion of "Sharing the Wealth: The Effects of Announced TCJA Bonuses on Employee Pay Satisfaction" by Michelle Hutchens, Dan lynch and Bridget Stomberg


JLTR Outstanding Paper Award


2021: Irwin J. Katz, University of South Florida "Instiling Subpart F with Horizontal Equity as Applicable to Individual U.S. Shareholders"


The Vice President Award


2024: Allison Koester, Georgetown University


 


CLICK HERE FOR AWARD INFORMATION


 








      




			  

			  
				  






            Award Archives

Ray M. Sommerfeld Outstanding Tax Educator Award
ATA Outstanding Service Award
ATA Teaching Innovation Award
ATA / PricewaterhouseCoopers Outstanding Tax Dissertation Award
ATA Tax Manuscript Award
JATA Outstanding Paper Award
JATA Conference Best Discussant Award
JLTR Outstanding Paper Award
The Vice President Award
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			Journal of the American Taxation Association

			A journal of the American Taxation Association Section of the American Accounting Association

			The
				Journal of the American Taxation Association
				n promotes the study of, and the acquisition of knowledge about, taxation. Dedicated to disseminating a wide variety of tax knowledge with research that employs quantitative, analytical, experimental, and descriptive methods to address tax topics. It prints semi-annually in Spring and Fall, and is indexed in Scopus and ESCI.



			Learn More

			View Journal and Early Access Content
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			ATA Journal of Legal Tax Research

			A journal of the American Taxation Association Section of the American Accounting Association

			The
				ATA Journal of Legal Tax Research
				publishes creative and innovative studies that employ legal research methodologies. JLTR is online-only and publishes semi-annually, and is indexed in ESCI.

                Learn More

                View Journal and Early Access Content


      



		


		
			






            Scholarships & Grants


ATA Memorial Fund for the Benefit of Doctoral Education and DEI Initiatives


At the February 2010 meeting, the Trustees approved the creation of an ATA Memorial Fund for the benefit of Doctoral Education. With the loss of long-time members we are reminded that the ATA created this fund to provide a vehicle for ATA members to contribute in memory of deceased ATA members and friends to benefit Doctoral Education and DEI Initiatives.

 


Learn More



      



		

		
	




           

         

       


	
		
		
		
			
				
					

										
						
							
														
													
						
							


								

									
																																								


									

									
																					

									
																			

									
										
									



									
																				
																																

									

									


									
																				
																					

									

									


									
										
																					

										
																					

									

									


									
										
																					

										
																					

									

									


									
										
																					

										
																					

										
																					

										
																					

									

									

									
										
											

												
													





            
A Letter From Our President
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Jenny Brown

2023-2024

ATA Section President


Greetings ATA Members and Colleagues,                             


Welcome to the 2023/2024 academic year!


First, thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve as your president this year. The ATA is an extraordinarily collegial group, and I feel privileged that it has been a significant part of my professional life since I was a PhD student at the University of Texas, 20-plus years ago. Over the years, I have seen the ATA change and evolve to better meet the needs of its members, but one thing remains the same – the ATA continues to be my primary professional home outside my own university. 


CONTINUE READING...





      



																									

												
													





            
Social Media

 


ATA Section LinkedIn

 


Follow us on Facebook 



 











      



																									

												
													





            

    ATA Memorial Fund 

          
              
The ATA created this fund to provide a vehicle for ATA members to contribute in memory of deceased ATA members and friends.


Learn More

          




      



																									

												


												
													





            

    Tax Career Center 

          
           Visit the AAA Career Center to Explore Opportunities in Tax Positions


From Analytics to Auditing, or Corporate Tax to Tax Law, there are great career opportunities awaiting you in Tax related fields.

Learn More at the
Career Center


          




      



																									

												
													





            


      



																									

												
													





             


      



																									

												


												

												

												

												


												

												

												

											

										

									
								



							

						

					

				
			
		

	

    

        
      	
					
				





  
    






  
    
      
      






             American Accounting Association

  9009 Town Center Parkway

  Lakewood Ranch, FL 34202

  P: (941) 921-7747

  F: (941) 923-4093

  info@aaahq.org
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